Check out the new facebook groups for Native American Style flute enthusiasts
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Happy August everyone,
Greetings fellow flute playing enthusiasts. I hope you are enjoying your
summer and making time everyday to play your flute(s).
This month's newsletter includes information on some interesting facebook
pages, a review of a great book to help you explore your playing, some tips for
playing, a tip for storing your flutes.
Check out the playshop on exploring scales that Terry is facilitating and the
coming August 13 performance by Terry Mack, The Wind Weaver.
I am now storing all of my articles on my website to keep the newsletter itself
shorter. Please let me know if you like or don't like this format.

TIPS FOR PLAYING
Often when we are learning new things, we get stuck in the same
patterns. Here are a few tips that can help you develop a deeper
connection to the range of sounds you can created on your flute.
To read more

The Listening Book - Review
This book has a wealth of information about
exploring music making and playing. It will take

you in new directions of exploring sound.
Read More:

FACEBOOK AND OTHER RESOURCES FOR PLAYERS
I am always on the look out for new and interesting resources to help people
continue to develop their playing.
An amazing wealth of information about exploring, playing, recording and
sharing your music is out there .I highly recommend checking out Clint Goss's
flute casts.
Check out my list of resources here;
PS: If you run across any new and interesting resources, please let me know
and I will be happy to share them

Flute Playshop - September 9
Exploring scales is a great way to expand your fingering techniques, add
variety to the songs and sounds that you are crafting and practice those tricky
half/holing techniques. This playshop is limited to six people. There are five
spots left.
For more information:

This wonderful flute storage ideas

Terry Mack, The Wind Weaver

comes to us from Eve Whitehead, a

Preforming

member of the Vancouver Island
Flute Circle, wonderful player and a

Food, Art, Fun

real enthusiast for these flutes. Eve

Sunday, August 13

has turned a wine rack into a flute

1:30

storage unit that is both compact

Betweem Farquhar & Sebastian on

and attractive providing easy access

Haliburton Street in Nanaimo

to her flutes.
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